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Introduction
Union Gaming Analytics (“Union”) has been engaged by Success Dragon International (“SDI”)
to perform an independent Vietnam gaming market study focused on pari-mutuel and slot parlor
opportunities. This study is intended to provide an analysis of the feasibility of the planned
buildout of horse and dog racetracks and off-track betting (“OTB”) facilities in the country
including a sizing of the pari-mutuel opportunity for Vietnam. In addition, we analyze the
feasibility of slot parlors with electronic gaming machines in the cities of Da Nang and Ho Chi
Minh City.

Methodology
We first spent time in market to understand the unique value proposition of gaming in Vietnam
and to better understand the challenges and limits it faces. We met with managers and local
contacts to understand where the regulations and laws stand and where they may change, and
we heard insight into what current operations are doing in the market today. We then analyzed
the Asian gaming markets to provide a backdrop on the amount of potential gaming revenues.
We then reviewed economic and tourism trends for Vietnam, including airlift and investment to
better understand the potential customer base. We then reviewed the Asian and global parimutuel racing market to put the Vietnam opportunity into perspective.
Note all figures in the report are in US$ except where noted.

About Union Gaming
Union Gaming is a boutique investment bank and advisory firm focused exclusively on the
global gaming industry, which we define as the $400 billion-plus market to include land-based
casinos, lottery, online, and pari-mutuel wagering. The company specializes, in global equity
and high yield research, securities dealing, investment banking, and advisory. Through its Union
Gaming Analytics subsidiary, the company conducts gaming, feasibility, and economic impact
studies for government and corporate entities. The company also provides legislative and
regulatory support for gaming related activities globally. Founded in 2009, the company is
headquartered in Las Vegas, with offices in Hong Kong, Macau, and New York, NY.

Use of Study & Name
Union Gaming Analytics' Vietnam Gaming Market study is solely for the use and information of
SDI and is only to be used in considering the matters to which our agreement relates. This study
may be shared with third parties only with Union’s consent. This report should not be relied
upon by any other person, including, but not limited to, any investor/security holder, employee or
creditor of SDI.
In addition, SDI agrees that any reference to Union in any release, communication, or other
material and sharing or distribution of this study is subject to Union’s prior approval, which may
be given or withheld in its reasonable discretion, for each such reference.
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Any questions regarding the contents of this study should be directed to Rich Baldwin,
Managing Director or Bill Allsup, Vice President at (702) 866-0743.
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Executive Summary
The Vietnam market appears to have a significant level of demand for legal gaming product
which is not being addressed by the market due to laws prohibiting most forms of gambling,
including casinos and slot machines for Vietnamese citizens.
One form of gambling which is legal is pari-mutuel betting on races, both for dogs and horses.
With a key regulatory change expected to be enacted in 2016, we believe the pari-mutuel
betting market has an opportunity to expand racing to a far larger audience within Vietnam.
From current levels of just over $1 million in betting handle at one dog racing track, there is
potential for Vietnam’s racing industry to grow to over $1bn in three to four years by adding
more tracks, adding new betting channels such as online betting or betting with mobile phones,
and from having more access to betting in the major cities of Vietnam.
Our projections include a low and high case which take into account an anticipated timeline for
the opening new facilities and expected regulatory approvals affecting the Vietnamese racing
market. We project in year one betting handle (amount of bets placed by patrons) in Vietnam of
$90 million to $182 million as all three approved tracks begin racing and additional off track
betting facilities open supporting betting handle. In year two we see handle growing significantly
to $377 million to $685 million as many additional off track betting facilities open with some
geographic restrictions lifted and phone and online betting begin to operate. In year three
handle grows to $680 million to $1.1 billion from a full year of off track betting facilities in the
major cities and a full year of phone and online betting, with additional benefits accrued from
higher visibility of racing which will come from having locations in the country’s largest cities.
Year four sees continued growth as all off track betting locations are opened and patrons
interest in betting online and over the phone increases, with handle reaching $1.1bn to $1.6bn.
Even with such significant growth over just four years, the level of race betting in Vietnam will
just be catching up to racing markets in other Asian countries. The amount of handle for
Vietnam after four years will roughly match share of GDP as seen in Japan and Korea and will
trail the spending on racing seen in Hong Kong and Australia. And unlike these other markets,
race betting in Vietnam faces far less competition for gambling spend seen in the other
countries where casinos, machine gaming and legal sports betting are largely within reasonable
reach of most citizens.
Another potential market which offers significant opportunities is slot parlor management in the
large cities of Vietnam. While these facilities are required to prohibit most Vietnamese citizens
from participating, they serve have robust markets with strong existing demand and have growth
potential as Vietnam’s economic growth attracts more foreign investment bringing in more
foreign citizens to live in Vietnam.
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Current Gaming Market in Vietnam
Currently there are a variety of operating gaming options serving both Vietnamese and foreign
citizens throughout Vietnam. The majority of the supply is focused on southern Vietnam, mostly
within driving distance of Ho Chi Minh City (“HCMC”), the country’s largest city and commercial
center where approximately 25% of the nation’s GDP is generated.
The largest supply comes from the lottery, which serves players from all economic levels and
comprises by far the largest volume of legally placed wagers. Casinos and slot parlors serve
those who hold foreign passports, with slot parlors mostly in urban locations and casinos
located in resort areas as part of larger resort facilities. The smallest legal gaming industry is
pari-mutuel racing, which is comprised of one dog racing track and one OTB facility. For those
Vietnamese who wish to engage in casino or slot parlor betting legally, there are a number of
casinos just across the Cambodian border which cater to middle and upper class Vietnamese
players and a few larger gaming markets in Asia host high-wealth Vietnamese patrons as well.
Illegal gaming is believed to be widely available and focused on two forms of betting. The
largest illegal market is for “so de” which is based on the draws of the legal lottery games, but
run by bookmakers in the major cities offering better odds for players than the lottery. The other
major illegal market is sports betting, largely bets placed on European and international soccer
matches. Sports betting occurs both through local underground bookmakers and online
websites originating from other countries.
One of the trends most noted during our time in market is that while gambling is popular among
Vietnamese people as a whole, due to conservative attitudes and the large presence of
government in Hanoi and northern Vietnam, legal gambling mostly occurs in southern Vietnam
at this time. Local sources mentioned it also being a legacy of the past as the Communist Party
which originated in North Vietnam has always staunchly opposed gambling, while it was widely
accepted in South Vietnam up until the country was unified in 1975.
Culturally Vietnamese are very accepting of gambling, with the activity common amongst family
members and communities around the Tet holiday, which is the Vietnamese new year. During
this time young and old alike exchange “lucky” envelopes with money that often ends up in
informal card games.

Lottery
Legal lottery games generated wagering volume of approximately $3bn in 2015. Lottery games
are mostly sold by ticket vendors using pre-printed paper tickets. Ticket vendors are found on
city streets in most areas nationwide. However, nearly 90% of the sales come from the
southern third of Vietnam, mostly around HCMC where the games enjoy their highest popularity.
Culturally these paper ticket versions of the game are seen as a form of cheap entertainment
where one finds out if they are lucky or not, hence players don’t choose their numbers. Players
generally don’t equate the draws as a gamble and except for a period of time when the games
were banned by Communist dictate, have been offered for many decades without much change.
8
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The prizes paid out are not life-changing jackpots and the ticket sales are often the only form of
income for the ticket sellers who come largely from the lower income classes.
Online versions of the lottery, such as tickets purchased through connected vending terminals
have only been recently introduced and comprise about 5% of the total lottery sales. Keno
games and number draws occurring more frequently than once a day are now offered, with
most terminals offered in HCMC before an expected rollout of 10,000 terminals is implemented
nationwide. These terminals also offer a “jackpot” draw game more in line with western style
lottery games with a progressive prize pool. Combined, these offerings are expected to draw
those more interested in the gambling aspect of the lottery and have potential growth as internet
penetration and smartphone usage increases.

Casinos
There are currently six full casinos throughout Vietnam which offer live table games as well as
slots and electronic table games. The casinos are required to bar Vietnamese players who do
not have a foreign passport, which significantly reduces their potential market. As a result, the
casinos are mostly located near major cities and draw from expatriate residents (“expats”) and
from foreign tourists. The license to operate a casino is only issued to a five-star hotel and each
of the operating casinos is part of a larger resort property, mostly in popular beach areas.
Due to the lack of domestic players, the casinos are modest by international standards with a
focus on table games. Some casinos see a large percentage of their revenues come from VIP
players flown in by gaming promoters (often referred to as “junkets”) from a variety of Asian
countries, with Chinese and Korean players being most common.

Slot Parlors
We define slot parlors as casinos which are allowed to operate electronic gaming machines
only. These are permitted in five star hotels in a limited number of locations in the country and
are mostly found in HCMC (12 locations) and in Hanoi (6 locations). In total, we believe there
are currently 22 slot parlors operating across Vietnam. Similar to the restrictions on casinos,
only those holding foreign passports are allowed to enter. Slot parlors are not allowed to offer
full live table games. However, they offer electronic versions of table games, mostly versions of
baccarat, roulette and blackjack. Games often have a host who functions similar to a dealer,
except their actions are done on screens and not with physical equipment or chips.

Pari-Mutuel Racing
Betting on races is allowed at sanctioned racetracks in Vietnam, of which there is currently just
one in operation. The track offers dog racing two days a week due to government regulation
which controls the number of races and days of operation. Under current regulations each track
is also allowed to operate five OTB locations within the same province as the racetrack.

Union Gaming Analytics
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Competing Options
As a result of the undersupply of gaming, casinos in neighboring countries have been able to
generate significant gross gaming revenue (“GGR”) from Vietnamese players. Cambodia is the
main beneficiary, most notably the casinos in in the city of Bavet and in the capital Phnom Penh.
Casinos near the closest border crossing in Bavet, Cambodia are located closer to Vietnam’s
largest city and largest commercial center, HCMC, than any existing legal gaming options inside
Vietnam other than the lottery.
For patrons desiring a world class integrated resort (“IR”) with a large casino, NagaWorld in
Phnom Penh is less than a five-hour drive away from HCMC and is extensively served by
casino sponsored buses. NagaWorld has the most established market serving the region
having been in operation over 20 years. The Naga complex draws both mass market and VIP
players from Vietnam.
Further afield, casinos in Singapore and Macau are less than a three-hour flight away. Each
offers world class IRs with large casinos generating billions of dollars in GGR and some of the
highest betting limits in the world. For the Vietnamese gaming patron with the financial means to
gamble in a casino, there are robust options easily within reach which are benefitting from the
undersupply of gaming in Vietnam.

Other Major Asian Gaming Markets
We detail GGR trends for selected major markets in Asia in Figure 1. We note the change
recently in most jurisdictions is growth in mass market gaming compared to VIP gaming except
in Australia. Most of these markets historically have built their revenue base on VIP players, but
are now diversifying by attracting more mass market gamers which is similar to how we see the
Vietnam market developing. Mass market GGR generates better margins for the operator and
helps increase business levels in non-gaming amenities such as hotels and restaurants.
Macau remains the largest gaming market in the world, although revenues have retreated
significantly from the peak level of $44bn recorded in 2014. The majority of the $29bn in GGR in
2015 came from VIP guests at 55% of total GGR, down from 61% in 2014 and 68% in 2013.
Slots contributed only 4% of GGR which was in line with the percentage slots have contributed
to total GGR since 2009. Despite the relatively low contribution, slots generated over $1bn in
GGR and point to the lucrative opportunity for the slot market despite the clear preference by
patrons for live table games where available.
Singapore’s two casinos constitute the world’s third largest gaming jurisdiction with GGR of
$5.6bn in 2015. Singapore is also a popular destination for shopping and for its big city
amenities. Low cost airlines have large hub operations in Singapore and provide non-stop
flights to all major Vietnamese destinations.
Despite the easy access, Vietnamese passport holder arrivals to Macau made up just 0.1% of
total visitors with just 16,120 Vietnamese entering Macau in 2015, while visitation to Singapore
10
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from Vietnamese nationals was only 418,266 in 2015. This total was down 1.4% from 2014
levels. These two modest entry totals indicate gaming demand from Vietnamese nationals is
minimally flowing to Asia’s gaming capitals. Vietnamese gaming demand appears to remain
largely untapped by large scale, high-end casinos outside of NagaWorld.
Figure 1: Selected Other Gaming Market Trends

GGR (in US$ using FX rate at end of each year)
Macau Total
Mass
VIP
Mass % Change
VIP % Change

2012
39,538
12,128
27,411

2013
46,898
15,890
31,008
31.0%
13.1%

2014
43,968
18,068
25,900
13.7%
-16.5%

2015
28,855
12,878
15,977
-28.7%
-38.3%

Singapore Total
Mass
VIP
Mass % Change
VIP % Change

5,851
3,075
2,775

6,079
3,035
3,044
-1.3%
9.7%

5,741
2,965
2,776
-2.3%
-8.8%

5,552
3,348
2,204
12.9%
-20.6%

Australia (Crown & Echo Casinos Only)
Mass
VIP
Mass % Change
VIP % Change

2,771
2,053
718

2,981
2,120
861
3.3%
19.9%

3,021
2,164
857
2.1%
-0.5%

3,511
2,397
1,114
10.8%
30.0%

261
166
95

325
192
133
15.6%
40.4%

381
193
188
0.7%
41.4%

481
258
223
33.5%
18.5%

1,666
1,364
303

1,845
1,359
486
-0.3%
60.4%

2,191
1,575
616
15.9%
26.9%

2,465
1,817
649
15.4%
5.3%

Cambodia (Naga Only)
Mass
VIP
Mass % Change
VIP % Change
Philippines
Mass
VIP
Mass % Change
VIP % Change
Notes:
Australia and Philippines are estimates for 2015
Source: Company Reports, Union Gaming Analytics
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Junket Operators
Junkets have been successful in siphoning off a portion of the Macau market by sending nonstop charter flights from Macau airport to Vietnam. By traveling to Vietnam or other nearby
countries, Chinese visitors to Macau are granted an additional 7 days to remain in Macau. As
viable gaming options for Chinese visitors emerge in Vietnam, junket operators have an added
incentive to offer options for their Chinese customers to visit Vietnam.
Junket operators take on many different forms and operate in many regions, but the largest
junkets originate in mainland China. Two distinguishing features of junkets are they operate to
earn commission from casinos based on either the volume of bets their players make or the
losses their players incur, and junkets take on the credit risk of their players and are responsible
for the collection of player losses.
Junkets currently operate in Vietnam, with most customers being directed to the six full casinos
with live table games. While official statistics are not available, local market participants all have
mentioned that junkets taking players to Vietnam expect increased commission levels above the
standard capped rate of 1.25% of betting volume which is paid for bringing players to Macau.

12
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Vietnam Overview
Population
The population of Vietnam has been estimated to have a steady growth rate of approximately
1.1% per year, with estimates showing 2015 total population at 91.7mm (Figure 2). Vietnam is
seeing an aging population as fertility rates have been cut in half, from 3.7 births per female in
1990 to 1.8 births in 2014. Vietnam’s median age is 30.4 in 2015, up from a median age of 24.2
in 2000. With 69% of the population (Figure 3) in the working age segment of ages 15-64,
Vietnam has an advantage compared to the world average of 65%. Having a larger percentage
of working age population infers higher productivity and economic capacity.
Figure 2: Vietnam Population Growth 2007-2015
Vietnam
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015 (est)

Population
(in mm)
Growth
84.2
85.1
1.1%
86.0
1.1%
86.9
1.0%
87.8
1.0%
88.8
1.1%
89.7
1.0%
90.7
1.1%
91.7
1.1%

Source: World Bank, Union Gaming Analytics

Figure 3: Vietnam Population Pyramid - 2014

Age Group
0-14
15-64
65+
Total

Population
(in mm)
21,292,134
62,988,419
6,438,388
90,718,941

% of Total
23%
69%
7%

Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam, Union Gaming Analytics
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Wages and Per Capita Income
Vietnamese GDP (in US$) has more than doubled since 2007 with no visible signs of stress
seen during the worldwide recession of 2008-2009. Despite the high levels of economic growth,
Vietnam remains a relatively low wage nation (Figure 4). GNI per capita at PPP levels, which
takes into consideration the cost of living in a nation to better reflect the economic conditions
faced by local residents, puts Vietnam at approximately 125th in the world. This level is in line
with incomes seen in India and in neighboring Laos, and lower than most nations in SE Asia.
Figure 4: Vietnam GDP and per capita income trends since 2007
Vietnam
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
CAGR

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

GDP
($bn)
77.4
99.1
106.0
115.9
135.5
155.8
171.2
186.2
13%

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

GNI Per Capita
Income (1)
3,681
3,924
4,123
4,396
4,716
4,999
5,291
5,629
6%

(1) GNI Per Capita at Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
Source: World Bank, Union Ga ming Analytics

Geography of Vietnam
Due to its shape (Figure 5), Vietnam has three distinct regions all with slightly different
economic and cultural models. The north is dominated by the capital of Hanoi and is highly
influenced by the country’s relationship with neighboring China. This region also sees more
seasonality as it has a noticeably cooler winter period. The central region, of which Da Nang is
the largest city, is mostly rural farming land with a few larger cities. This part of the country is
very narrow and in some cases serves as the shipping port utilized by Laos and the interior of
Thailand. The southern part of the country is dominated by HCMC and the Mekong River Delta.
This area has long been a key trading and commercial center and is home to the highest
economic activity in the country, as well as the site of a number of seaside resorts which benefit
from warm weather year-round.
Vietnam benefits from a strategic position in SE Asia (Figure 6). Located on the South China
Sea, Vietnam has access to key shipping lanes and can serve as port access for a number of
interior portions of neighboring countries. The ports of Da Nang and HCMC can cut travel time
for shipments which may otherwise need to go through Bangkok or Phnom Penh. Bordering
southern China also provides further trade and economic opportunities, especially with the Pearl
River Delta area which is home to a vast manufacturing ecosystem comprising the cities of
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hong Kong.
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Figure 5: Map of Vietnam

Source: Magellan, Union Gaming Analytics
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Figure 6: Vietnam and SE Asia

Source: CIA, Union Gaming Analytics
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Ho Chi Minh City Overview
Estimates vary for the population of the HCMC metropolitan area, with most indicating the area
is home to between 15m to 17m urban residents and approximately 5m rural area residents.
Official statistics indicate the city itself is home to 8.2m residents across its 809 square miles,
making it the largest city in Vietnam and its most densely populated large city as well. After
seeing population growth of nearly 4% a year between 2005 and 2009, the city’s growth has
moderated to slightly above 2% a year since 2010. The city is classified as a centrally governed
city, of which there are five in Vietnam. This governing level is similar to that of a province, of
which there are 58 in Vietnam. The metropolitan area covers seven additional adjoining
provinces to HCMC and stretches from near the Cambodian border to the coastline fronting the
South China Sea.
HCMC is one of the most densely populated and congested cities in Southeast Asia, with a wide
variety of living conditions. In Figure 7 we have included a map of central HCMC with an overlay
of the district system widely recognized in the city. Most of the wealth is concentrated in the
most central areas of the city, largely District 1 and District 2. Many of the newer developments
in the city, including new business parks and factories which draw in expatriate managers are
near the airport in Tan Binh and areas to the far west and far eastern parts of the city. The
lowest income residential areas are to the south and in the less developed parts of the metro
area which remain largely rural at this time.
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Figure 7: District Map of HCMC

Source: CodieMaps, Union Gaming Analytics
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Da Nang Overview
Da Nang is located roughly at the midpoint of the country’s coastline. The area population is
estimated at 1.2mm and has grown rapidly at over 2% population growth since 2005 due to its
tourism industry and from trade utilizing the third largest port system in the country. The city
has long been open to trading and foreign visitors having been one of the first cities to be visited
by European explorers and the only port being open to foreign trade until the French seized
control of Vietnam.
The city has historically been connected to southern Vietnam, having been a part of South
Vietnam until reunification with North Vietnam in 1975. It is the third largest city in the country
and is the central hub of activity for the central provinces of Vietnam. Similar to HCMC, the city
is classified as a centrally governed city, making its status similar to that of a province.
Da Nang has far less large scale manufacturing plants and industrial zones than HCMC. In
Figure 8 we have included a map of Da Nang that includes zones in purple which are currently
or are planned to be industrial and manufacturing zones with an expectation many of the plots
will be utilized by foreign companies. The current gaming options in Da Nang and most of the
tourism industry is located in the eastern beach area (Figure 9).
We note SDI’s proposed slot parlor will be located just east of the northern edge of the airport,
which puts it in close proximity to the existing industrial zones to the northeast of the airport. It
will also be closer to the newer industrial zones to the northwest. Our local contacts mentioned
for expats it has been common to live near the beach resort areas to have good nightlife and
dining options close by. As new industrial areas in less crowded parts of town develop, it is
likely new residential areas will be built and the higher end homes will likely prove popular with
expats.
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Figure 8: Map of Da Nang

Source: Business in Asia, Union Gaming Analytics

Figure 9: Da Nang Gaming Locations

Source: Google Maps, Union Gaming Analytics
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Vietnam Tourism
Vietnam received 7.9mm foreign visitors in 2015, which is an increase of 2.9mm from 2010 and
represents a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7.8% (Figure 10). Chinese remain the
largest share of visitors, representing 22% of the total visitation, having seen a CAGR since
2010 of 12%. Chinese visitation is driven by proximity and long-held government and business
connections between the two countries. Korean visitation has increased at a higher 14% CAGR
as their share of visitation has jumped from 10% to 15%. Russia has seen the greatest
increase in visitation over the period, with a 27% CAGR and an increase from 1.6% to 4.3% of
total visitors.
Until 2014 the government provided data on the purpose of trips for international visitors, but
has stopped providing this data in recent periods. In its last report for the year 2014, tourism
was given as the reason for visiting Vietnam for 60% of arrivals. Visiting relatives was given as
the reason by 17%, business was given by 17% and other reasons comprised the remaining 6%
of visitors. This mix has been relatively stable over the last decade, with the mix in 2004 having
been 54% tourism, 18% business, 16% visiting relatives and 12% other.
We also note the strong beginning to 2016 for tourism. On an annualized basis adjusted for
seasonality, international visitor arrivals could reach 9.2mm by the end of the year, an increase
of 16% from 2015 visitor arrivals.
Figure 10: Vietnam Visitation by Country of Residence (2010/2015)
(in 000s)
Country
China
Korea
Japan
USA
Malaysia
Russia
Australia
Singapore
Cambodia
Taiwan
Other
Total

2010
Visitors
Share %
905.4
17.9%
495.9
9.8%
442.1
8.8%
431.0
8.5%
211.3
4.2%
82.8
1.6%
278.2
5.5%
170.7
3.4%
254.6
5.0%
334.0
6.6%
1,443.8
28.6%
5,049.8

2015
Change from
Visitors Share % 2010-2015
1,780.9
22.4%
875.5
1,113.0
14.0%
617.1
671.4
8.5%
229.3
491.2
6.2%
60.2
346.6
4.4%
135.3
338.8
4.3%
256.0
303.7
3.8%
25.5
236.5
3.0%
65.8
227.1
2.9%
(27.5)
214.6
2.7%
(119.4)
2,219.9
27.9%
776.1
7,943.7
2,893.9

CAGR
11.9%
14.4%
7.2%
2.2%
8.6%
26.5%
1.5%
5.6%
-1.9%
-7.1%
7.4%
7.8%

2016 (Jan-Apr) 2016 Annualized
Visitors
Visitors
789.5
2,244.4
519.3
1,476.3
245.4
697.6
209.5
595.6
127.7
363.0
144.0
409.4
123.4
350.8
79.3
225.4
54.2
154.1
162.7
462.5
793.6
2,256.1
3,248.6
9,235.4

Source: Vietnam National Admi nistration of Tourism, Union Gaming Analytics

Relative Share of SE Asian Tourism from Key Markets
To put Vietnamese tourism in context, we have included a visitor count by country of residence
from five key feeder markets into six other SE Asian destination countries in 2014 to determine
relative visitation share (Figure 11). We note the relative strength in drawing visitors from Korea
and Taiwan, which are two of the largest sources of direct investment in Vietnam and likely
indicate an above average share of arrivals coming for business purposes.
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Figure 11: 2014 Visitors by Country of Residence from Five Key Markets

2014 Visitors
Thailand
Singapore
Malaysia
Cambodia
Indonesia
Philippines
Vietnam
Total
Vietnam Share

China
4,636,298
1,722,380
1,613,355
560,335
926,750
394,951
1,947,236
11,801,305
17%

Japan
1,267,886
824,741
553,106
215,788
525,419
463,744
647,956
4,498,640
14%

Korea
1,122,566
536,975
385,769
424,424
370,142
1,175,472
847,958
4,863,306
17%

Taiwan
394,149
337,431
274,665
97,528
244,003
142,973
388,998
1,879,747
21%

Australia
831,854
1,074,878
571,328
134,167
1,128,533
224,784
321,089
4,286,633
7%

Source: National Tourism Authorities, Union Gaming Analytics

Foreign Visitor Expenditures
The Vietnamese government surveyed visitors in 2013 to estimate their travel budgets while in
Vietnam (Figure 12). The survey includes all costs except for international airfare to arrive and
leave Vietnam, but does include domestic travel expenses. Chinese visitors are the lowest
spending of the top 10 markets, which likely is related to a higher share of visitors coming to
visit relatives and from those who cross by land for a day trip.
Figure 12: Tourist spending by country of origin for 2013

Country
China
Korea
Japan
USA
Malaysia
Russia
Australia
Singapore
Cambodia
Taiwan
All Markets Average

2013 Average Daily
Spend Per Visitor
$85
$100
$105
$110
$147
$124
$102
$138
$100
$113
$96

Source: Vietnam National Administration of Tourism, Union Gaming Analytics
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Airlift into HCMC and Da Nang
HCMC is served by Tan Son Nhat International Airport, located just 6km from the city center.
The airport saw 26.5m passengers in 2015, up 20% from 2014. Since the addition of a new
international terminal in 2007 effectively raised the capacity of the airport to 25m passengers,
growth of 10-20% annually in passenger activity has been seen and the airport is now
effectively above its designed capacity. The airport is currently constructing an expansion of the
existing international terminal to handle the overflow traffic levels. To alleviate the burden of the
passenger growth, a new airport in Dong Nai, about 45km northeast of the city center has been
proposed to handle all international flights. However, the new airport is still in the planning
stages and at earliest may open in 2020.
HCMC airlift originates from around the world, with direct flights serving Asia, Australia, Europe
and the Middle East. Flights to the Americas are available through connections in Hong Kong
and Seoul. There are approximately 10 direct flights a day to Singapore, Bangkok and Kuala
Lumpur, and 5 flights a day to Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul and Siem Reap. Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Phnom Penh, Manila and Jakarta are all served by multiple flights a day.
Da Nang is served by Da Nang International Airport, located 2km from the city center and 6km
from the center of the city’s beachfront resort area. The airport saw 6.7m passengers in 2015,
up 34% from 2014 and effectively above its designed capacity of 6m passengers. Passenger
activity has grown significantly since the opening of a new international terminal at the end of
2011 which increased capacity, especially international flights. Due to growth causing new
capacity constraints, a new $158m terminal has begun construction with completion expected
by March 2017. The new terminal will serve up to 4m international passengers, creating a new
total capacity of 10m passengers annually.
Da Nang receives mostly vacation traffic with international flights mostly arriving from Seoul,
Hong Kong, Busan, Singapore, Macau and various Chinese cities. Charter flights carrying
tourists in package tours are common from Korea, China and Taiwan. Even greater numbers of
vacation visitors arrive from within Vietnam, most prominently HCMC and Hanoi, as 70-75% of
tourists to Da Nang are Vietnamese. In Figure 13 we have included a map with 450-mile radius
circles from Da Nang to approximate locations one could fly per each incremental hour. While
air traffic patterns and congestion may lengthen flight times, each circle represents about an
hour of flight time. As noted by the map, Da Nang enjoys an enviable location as virtually every
major city in eastern Asia is located a five hour or less flight away. Hong Kong, Bangkok and
Manila are less than two flight hours away. Taipei, Singapore and Shanghai are within three
hours. Korean, Japanese and Indian cities as well as the Russian city of Vladivostok are all five
hours or less away. From HCMC, flight times differ slightly, but the city is also easily reached
from throughout Asia.
As international travel to Vietnam continues to see growth, the flow of visitors coming from
markets where minimal gaming supply is offered to residents, including China, South Korea,
Japan, Indonesia and Thailand should offer even more opportunities. While the slot offerings of
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SDI will not compete with the IRs of Macau, Singapore or Manila, they do offer an attractive
amenity which may tip the scales to the benefit of a Vietnamese vacation compared to other
options and could provide a modest contribution to GGR for SDI’s locations.
Figure 13: Approximate Flight Time from Da Nang – Each Circle Represents an Hour

Source: Google Maps, Union Gaming Analytics
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Expat Residents
One of the categories of patrons who may contribute the largest amount of GGR for SDI’s two
slot parlors will be foreign nationals living in Vietnam. These expats tend to have incomes well
above local averages. They often have their housing and living expenses covered so they have
a larger amount of discretionary income to spend and are looking for entertainment in a safe
and comfortable location. This is in line with what has largely been seen by existing slot parlor
operators in Vietnam and by operators of smaller scale gaming offerings in Kathmandu and
Vientiane, where locals without foreign passports are banned from entering to gamble. The
casinos tend to become a viable nightlife option, often with a bar and live entertainment
provided at no additional charge.
During our time in market, we witnessed the importance expats have for these slot parlors.
First, inside the slot parlors we observed that most marketing/promotional signage are in a
variety of languages, but almost all included English. Few of the people we witnessed on the
gaming floors were Westerners or people one would assume speak English as a first language.
As English serves as the international language throughout Asia to communicate with those
who don’t speak the local language, it is fair to assume the English signage is intended to reach
an audience of non-Vietnamese speaking patrons. Further in every location we interacted in
English with even the lowest level members of the staff despite hearing very minimal
conversation in English in the city outside of places frequented by tourists.
Secondly we saw numerous promotions at each location which would favor play over longer
periods of time. These included cash rebates and drawings with entries earned over a period of
time. For the standard tourist who has a finite period of time in the city, these promotions would
have little value unless they were VIP-level players. We assume true VIP players would be
made aware of promotions by a host or junket promoter and not signage in the casino. As such
we believe these signs are aimed at someone who lives in market and can be swayed by such
promotions to return often.
For the Da Nang opportunity, our contacts in the local market believe most expats working in
market live close to the eastern beach area (Figure 8), with many engaged in the tourism
industry. One estimated there are 1,000 Korean tourism specialists living in Da Nang who
service just Korean clients, either through arranging package tours for trips from Korea or by
directly selling to Korean visitors during their time in market. Other nationalities are served by
similar tourism agents, mostly by foreign nationals or locals who have foreign passports. While
these expats will be close to the existing gaming options and further from SDI’s proposed slot
parlor, they may be looking for options to get away from their clients and the tourism crowd on
occasion and SDI’s location in a less tourist oriented part of the city should provide a good
option. The new location’s focus on having an authentic Korean restaurant and a karaoke
venue aimed at Korean patrons will also help to direct traffic away from the beach resort area.
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Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Impact
In 2014, Vietnam licensed 1,843 FDI projects totaling $21.9bn of investment (Figure 14).
HCMC has historically generated 15% of the total investment and 2014 was in line with
historical levels, with the $3.3bn of investment supporting 1,843 registered projects.
Depending on the type of investment and the projects it supports, FDI brings in a significant
number of expat workers. Due to a lack of a highly educated workforce, foreign investors often
need to bring in their own labor and managers. Just 3% of the Vietnamese population has a
university degree, leading to a dire need for engineers, architects and business managers
trained to run such operations which leads to a large number of highly compensated expats
living in the market.
Figure 14: Vietnam FDI

Vietnam FDI
2014
Share of Total Vietnam - 2014
Accumulated since 2000
Accumulated Share %

Ho Chi Minh
Da Nang
Vietnam
$ 3,269.1 $
104.8 $
21,922
14.9%
0.5%
38,275.8
3,736.2 $ 252,716
15.1%
1.5%

Source: General Statistics Office of Vietnam, Union Gaming Analytics
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Asia Pacific Horse Racing Markets
Japan
Horse racing is an established pastime in Japan, with the first western style horse races held in
1862. Legislation passed in 1923 allowed for the sale of betting tickets, which led to the
formation of the Imperial Racing Society which presided over 11 racing clubs. Revision to the
1923 law in 1936 led to the coalescing of all racing clubs and the Imperial Racing Society into
one entity: the Japan Racing Society. Currently, horse racing in Japan is conducted by two
organizations, the Japan Racing Association (JRA) and the National Association of Racing
(NAR).
JRA
The JRA operates 10 racetracks and 45 off track betting facilities throughout Japan. The JRA
provides 10% of annual gross turnover and 50% of profit to the national treasury. The JRA had
betting turnover of $23.8bn in 2015. The JRA turnover in 2015 was the highest it has been since
2009, but turnover is still far below what it was at the peak in the late 1990s. The balance of off
track betting versus on track betting has been continually shifting to favor off track betting, which
includes both phone and online bets. Race attendance has also been declining, indicating a
shift away from actual race attendance in favor off track wagering.
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Figure 15: JRA Historical Turnover by Betting Type
Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980

Racing Days
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
285
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288
288

Races Run
3,454
3,451
3,454
3,454
3,453
3,454
3,453
3,452
3,453
3,453
3,446
3,452
3,451
3,452
3,448
3,451
3,415
3,450
3,440
3,435
3,431
3,429
3,425
3,399
3,389
3,353
3,335
3,314
3,297
3,284
3,252
3,212
3,178
3,195
3,163
3,090

Net Pari-Mutuel Total (USD)
On Course
Off Course
Total
Avg Daily Turnover Avg Daily Turnover
840,719,771
22,975,245,360
23,815,965,131
8,988,513,410
82,694,323
851,751,032
22,144,675,501
22,996,426,533
8,679,206,874
79,848,703
1,418,197,485
20,770,653,332
22,188,850,817
8,374,415,314
77,044,621
1,435,433,983
20,644,933,458
22,080,367,441
8,333,472,011
76,667,943
1,451,026,751
19,700,360,402
21,151,387,153
7,982,860,490
73,442,317
1,588,651,269
20,819,112,797
22,407,764,067
8,457,036,559
77,804,736
1,781,910,317
22,122,076,724
23,903,987,041
9,021,734,240
82,999,955
1,911,140,389
23,446,798,083
25,357,938,472
9,570,477,986
88,048,397
2,083,374,568
23,371,975,933
25,455,350,501
9,607,242,792
88,386,634
2,179,360,254
23,871,090,117
26,050,450,371
9,831,842,682
90,452,953
2,399,214,358
24,304,493,659
26,703,708,016
10,078,392,216
92,721,208
2,446,229,468
24,574,897,841
27,021,127,309
10,198,191,164
93,823,359
1,807,070,089
25,953,371,954
27,760,442,042
10,477,219,974
96,390,424
2,754,798,240
26,136,631,475
28,891,429,715
10,904,072,205
100,317,464
3,140,181,832
26,969,550,079
30,109,731,911
11,363,878,287
104,547,680
2,919,256,435
28,680,512,570
31,599,769,006
11,926,241,321
109,721,420
3,065,128,542
30,581,498,472
33,646,627,015
12,832,428,304
118,058,340
3,467,845,546
31,503,356,747
34,971,202,294
13,198,672,363
121,427,786
3,836,195,423
32,969,891,877
36,806,087,301
13,891,186,330
127,798,914
4,246,768,881
32,426,530,664
36,673,299,545
13,841,070,178
127,337,846
4,491,569,599
30,161,170,464
34,652,740,062
13,078,479,794
120,322,014
4,435,195,833
30,585,453,258
35,020,649,091
13,217,334,348
121,599,476
4,986,035,401
29,471,796,647
34,457,832,048
13,004,918,496
119,645,250
5,299,698,046
27,947,990,878
33,247,688,923
12,548,191,773
115,443,364
5,365,795,199
26,225,194,349
31,590,989,548
11,922,927,818
109,690,936
5,003,890,848
23,501,915,940
28,505,806,787
10,758,532,151
98,978,496
4,406,193,144
19,095,392,357
23,501,585,501
8,869,861,677
81,602,727
3,854,430,231
16,447,655,147
20,302,085,378
7,662,320,870
70,493,352
3,650,832,884
14,502,075,266
18,152,908,150
6,851,188,160
63,030,931
3,451,690,456
13,120,759,457
16,572,449,913
6,254,698,789
57,543,229
3,481,170,999
11,660,737,010
15,141,908,009
5,714,790,160
52,576,069
3,674,810,695
10,207,299,116
13,882,109,810
5,239,322,845
48,201,770
3,997,254,757
9,252,075,674
13,249,330,430
5,000,502,125
46,004,620
4,414,810,319
8,634,807,747
13,049,618,066
4,925,127,591
45,311,174
4,395,263,923
8,522,047,570
12,917,311,493
4,875,193,045
44,851,776
4,172,122,903
8,347,113,710
12,519,236,613
4,724,953,431
43,469,572

Attendance
6,317,073
6,142,471
6,092,403
6,190,296
6,151,105
6,739,580
7,316,360
7,389,749
7,532,111
7,508,297
8,117,242
8,099,985
8,507,076
8,712,336
9,701,128
11,030,412
11,409,453
12,239,465
13,003,919
14,116,684
14,059,098
13,529,383
13,757,240
13,159,521
12,161,942
10,687,344
9,139,149
8,251,575
8,196,014
7,956,099
8,061,628
8,366,516
9,026,833
10,179,731
10,611,857
10,633,217

Source: JRA, Union Gaming Analytics

NAR
The NAR is comprised of local governments who manage racing in their own jurisdiction. The
NAR consists of 15 local governments racing on 16 tracks, though one of the tracks is loaned to
them by the JRA. The NAR had betting turnover of $371mm in 2015, which is the highest total
in the past decade. The NAR has experienced similar trends in track attendance and on track
betting as the JRA. The rapid growth in phone and online betting has been driving the total
turnover up, and has taken phone and online wagering market share from 22% in 2006 to 54%
in 2015.
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Figure 16: NAR Historical Turnover by Betting Type

Flat Race Pari Mutuel Turnover (USD)
On Course
Off Course
Phone & Web
$41,124,000
$122,084,000
$207,460,000
$43,424,000
$120,336,000
$169,832,000
$47,012,000
$125,212,000
$142,692,000
$50,140,000
$130,548,000
$113,528,000
$59,708,000
$129,628,000
$100,372,000
$63,940,000
$147,568,000
$98,624,000
$74,704,000
$160,264,000
$92,184,000
$83,812,000
$173,420,000
$80,776,000
$92,920,000
$180,228,000
$65,228,000
$99,636,000
$177,008,000
$78,844,000

Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Total Turnover
$370,668,000
$333,592,000
$314,916,000
$294,216,000
$289,708,000
$310,132,000
$327,152,000
$338,008,000
$338,376,000
$355,488,000

Source: NAR, Union Gaming Analytics

Figure 17: NAR Historical Turnover Market Share by Betting Type

Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Flat Race Turnover Market Share
On Course
Off Course
Phone & Web
11%
33%
56%
13%
36%
51%
15%
40%
45%
17%
44%
39%
21%
45%
35%
21%
48%
32%
23%
49%
28%
25%
51%
24%
27%
53%
19%
28%
50%
22%

Source: NAR, Union Gaming Analytics
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Figure 18: NAR Historical per Race Averages

Year
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006

Average
Attendance
2,579
2,603
2,693
2,612
2,811
2,949
3,316
3,407
3,534
3,586

Average
Turnover
$326,600
$294,400
$274,160
$241,040
$232,760
$235,520
$249,320
$253,920
$255,760
$241,960

Source: NAR, Union Gaming Analytics

Figure 19 shows the local governments which make up the NAR. Ohi, which is located in Tokyo,
is by far the most popular in terms of both attendance and turnover. Overall, the size of the
betting market for the JRA vastly exceeds the betting market for the NAR, attributable to the
JRA holding the most prestigious races which draw interest and off track betting from all over
the country.
Figure 19: NAR 2015 Statistics per Track
Banei
Hokkaido
Iwate
Urawa
Funabashi
Ohi
Kawasaki
Kanazawa
Kasamatsu
Nagoya
Hyogo
Kochi
Saga
Total

Race Days
152
80
131
50
53
98
61
78
96
112
161
105
110
1287

Attendance
280,734
55,284
277,289
186,297
189,804
612,879
282,706
228,505
97,159
153,654
426,102
74,622
342,978
3,208,013

Total Turnover
Turnover (USD)
$13,159,782
$15,401,773
$21,141,847
$33,071,749
$37,833,137
$101,174,395
$46,341,692
$11,513,395
$14,153,315
$20,376,078
$38,801,746
$15,947,820
$14,904,376
$383,821,107

Off Course
Turnover (USD)
$11,770,786
$15,014,824
$18,740,523
$29,725,360
$35,145,690
$89,322,545
$41,903,376
$8,628,748
$12,961,725
$18,424,574
$32,844,687
$14,869,605
$11,981,698
$341,334,142

On Course
Turnover Share
Turnover (USD) Off Course On Course
$1,388,997
89%
11%
$386,949
97%
3%
$2,401,324
89%
11%
$3,346,389
90%
10%
$2,687,447
93%
7%
$11,851,850
88%
12%
$4,438,316
90%
10%
$2,884,647
75%
25%
$1,191,590
92%
8%
$1,951,505
90%
10%
$5,957,059
85%
15%
$1,078,215
93%
7%
$2,922,678
80%
20%
$42,486,965
89%
11%

Turnover per Race Day
Off Course On Course
Total
$77,439
$9,138
$86,578
$187,685
$4,837
$192,522
$143,057
$18,331
$161,388
$594,507
$66,928
$661,435
$663,126
$50,707
$713,833
$911,455 $120,937 $1,032,392
$686,941
$72,759
$759,700
$110,625
$36,983
$147,608
$135,018
$12,412
$147,430
$164,505
$17,424
$181,929
$204,004
$37,000
$241,005
$141,615
$10,269
$151,884
$108,925
$26,570
$135,494
$265,217
$33,012
$298,229

Attendence
per Race Day
1,847
691
2,117
3,726
3,581
6,254
4,635
2,930
1,012
1,372
2,647
711
3,118
2,493

Source: NAR, Union Gaming Analytics
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Australia
Australia has by far the highest total number of tracks and the highest quantity of races of any
country in the region. There are 356 tracks spread throughout the country, which hosted 18,949
races in 2015. Australians wagered $11.8bn in 2015 on horse racing. Just a small fraction of
this wagering took place at the tracks, with the remainder being bet at the widespread OTB
facilities or through phone / internet betting.
Figure 20: Australia 2015 Turnover by Bet Type

Betting Type
TAB on course

Turnover
$381,307,200

Share
3.2%

Retail
Phone
Internet
Total Off Course

$3,083,550,400
$283,449,600
$1,247,580,800
$4,614,580,800

26.2%
2.4%
10.6%
39.2%

Pari-Mutuel

$4,995,888,000

42.5%

$2,210,335,600
$7,206,223,600

18.8%
61.3%

$432,433,800
$4,126,062,400
$11,764,719,800

3.7%
35.1%
100.0%

Fixed Odds
Total TAB
Bookmakers
Corporate and Exchanges
Total

Source: Racing Australia, Union Gaming Analytics

The Australian horse racing market exists in every region of the country, and is split into 8
regions. The New South Wales region, where Sydney is located, is the most popular in terms of
racing supply and turnover.
Figure 21: Australia 2015 Regional Data
2015
New South Wales
Race Meetings
738
Races
5,280
Turnover
$3,887,997,000
On Course
$147,659,600
Off Course
$3,740,337,400
Turnover per Race Meeting
$5,268,289
Turnover per Race
$736,363

Victoria
549
4,342
$3,614,160,000
$152,565,800
$3,461,594,200
$6,583,169
$832,372

Queensland
677
4,470
$1,867,427,000
$25,589,200
$1,841,837,800
$2,758,386
$417,769

South
Australia
196
1,472
$666,503,200
$9,124,200
$657,379,000
$3,400,527
$452,788

Western
Australia
296
2,243
$1,253,500,800
$33,803,200
$1,219,697,600
$4,234,800
$558,850

Tasmania
77
610
$224,419,800
$1,990,600
$222,429,200
$2,914,543
$367,901

Northern
Territory
75
418
$124,475,400
$8,746,800
$115,728,600
$1,659,672
$297,788

Austrlian Capital
Territory
26
201
$126,236,600
$1,827,800
$124,408,800
$4,855,254
$628,043

Total
2,634
19,036
$11,764,719,800
$381,307,200
$11,383,412,600
$4,466,484
$618,025

Source: Racing Australia, Union Gaming Analytics
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Korea
The Korean horse racing market takes place at 3 tracks: in Seoul, Busan, and Jeju. The industry
pulled in $6.7bn in 2012 after a period of steady growth in recent years. The attendance figure
however has been declining, showing a similar trend as seen elsewhere in Asian horse racing
markets in which turnover trends are positive while attendance is negative, showing an industry
wide trend of patrons shifting their wagering behavior to off track betting.
Figure 22: KRA Annual Turnover and Attendance

Year
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

Betting Turnover
$6,742,123,080
$6,696,165,540
$6,515,808,920
$6,266,408,060
$6,382,838,300

Attendance
16,138,179
19,518,883
21,812,330
21,675,904
21,232,969

Source: Korea Racing Authority, Union Gaming Analytics

The Seoul racetrack location has the greatest attendance and turnover among the three
racetracks, but the sum of attendance and turnover at the 30 OTBs, 25 of which are in the Seoul
area, makes up the majority of the market. We note the Korea Racing Authority (KRA) banned
phone and online betting options in 2009, closing down what had been a fast growing segment
of the betting market. The KRA further stated a goal of reducing OTB to 50% of total turnover to
drive more betting participants to the racetracks, and to possibly close some OTB locations
which were seeing local opposition against gambling facilities. It has not been successful as
patrons have shown a clear preference for convenience, as 69% of the attendance and 72% of
the turnover occurs at OTB locations, and none of the OTB locations have been closed since
2009.
Figure 23: KRA Location Statistics

Location
Seoul
Busan
Jeju
OTB
Total

Attendance
3,433,865
1,107,378
475,606
11,121,330
16,138,179

Attendance Share
21%
7%
3%
69%
100%

Turnover
$1,315,101,300
$289,155,550
$248,132,000
$4,811,337,450
$6,663,726,300

Turnover Share
20%
4%
4%
72%
100%

Source: Korea Racing Authority, Union Gaming Analytics
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Singapore
The Singapore Turf Club operates just one racetrack, but the betting activity is still high at
$1.1bn in 2015. The recent trend in turnover has been negative, and while the Singapore Turf
Club does not report attendance figures the trend in attendance would likely be negative as well.
There are just 9 OTB facilities in Singapore, but online, telephone, and mobile phone betting are
available. Observers in the market believe the majority of racing turnover goes through online
and mobile channels, as even at the racetrack many clients place their wagers through their
mobile instead of standing in line.
Figure 24: Singapore Turf Club Annual Turnover

Year
2015
2014
2013
2012

Turnover
YoY % Change
$1,060,690,000
-6.0%
$1,127,850,000
-1.5%
$1,144,640,000
-9.9%
$1,270,930,000
-

Source: Singapore Turf Club, Union Gaming Analytics

Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Jockey Club operates 2 racetracks at Happy Valley and Sha Tin. The Hong
Kong horse racing betting market is one of the largest in Asia, and is by far the largest relative
to Hong Kong’s small population. The Hong Kong horse racing market has not seen the
declining revenue that we observed in other nearby markets; in the last 5 years they have grown
both turnover and attendance. The significance of horse racing in Hong Kong is also
demonstrated by the 102 OTB facilities despite the small land mass. The Hong Kong Jockey
Club offers phone, internet, and mobile phone betting.
Figure 25: Hong Kong Jockey Club Annual Statistics
Race Meetings
Races
Average Attendance
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Turnover
YoY % Change

2011
83
767

2012
83
769

2013
83
769

2014
83
771

2015
83
777

17,100
27,700
$10,453,690,000

71,800
28,800
$11,195,210,000
7.1%

18,100
29,600
$12,214,280,000
9.1%

18,200
28,400
$13,256,100,000
8.5%

17,700
29,300
$14,030,250,000
5.8%

Source: Hong Kong Jockey Club, Union Gaming Analytics
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Pari-Mutuel Opportunity
With only one racetrack currently operating in Vietnam, the racing industry with pari-mutuel
betting is in its early stages of development. The expected addition of two more tracks by the
end of 2017 will add geographic and product diversity and help increase the profile of parimutuel wagering in a country vastly underserved with gaming options.
Current Market
The only racetrack in operation is located in Vung Tau, about a two-hour drive from HCMC in a
popular seaside resort town. The track generates a modest following, with total attendance of
3,000 most race evenings, with many families present so many in attendance are not placing
wagers. Racing’s low profile in the country is partially driven by the location far from HCMC and
the regulatory limit of racing being allowed on just two days a week with no other racing content
available.
A form of horse racing was offered in HCMC up until 2010, but racing in general has little
significant history in Vietnam. Compared to the other major markets in Asia and Australia, the
lack of history and knowledge of either dog or horse racing has led to very minimal betting
handle. The current average bet placed is about $3 and each of the races we witnessed had
approximately $25,000 of total wagers (referred to as “handle”) on a very busy night on a
holiday weekend.
Expected Regulatory Changes
Our assumptions and model assume some critical regulatory changes which we have been told
should be forthcoming later in 2016. The most important change comes from location and
number of OTBs. Current regulations limit track operators to 5 OTBs per operating racetrack,
all which must be located in the same province as the track. The proposed change increases
the number of OTBs to 6 per track, and allows the OTBs to be located anywhere in Vietnam.
The location restriction change is crucial as the tracks have been limited to locations outside of
the major cities. With the change the OTBs can be located in major cities and in other far more
lucrative locations tapping into higher incomes and denser population zones. The OTBs will be
able to attract a much larger audience. They also can provide a service center for proposed
new distribution channels, including phone betting and online betting, which are expected to be
allowed in 2017. Without having locations inside the major cities, it would be difficult to attract
new interest in racing from new distribution opportunities as it would also be difficult to convince
patrons to open phone or online accounts when they have to make deposits and withdraw
winnings far from their home.

Further Distribution Opportunities
As the marketplace matures, we would expect a majority of racing handle to shift to phone and
then eventually online wagering with an account. Currently, online purchases by Vietnamese
are a very small part of the total retail market, with estimates indicating about 2% of retail sales
are done through online channels in Vietnam currently, with the largest share being airline
34
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tickets. For these other opportunities to flourish and be able to build the scale of pari-mutuel
wagering in Vietnam, the average Vietnamese patron must become more comfortable with
leaving their funds on account and then be able to reliably access a wagering channel, either by
calling in their bets or by placing them on a computer or more likely a mobile device.
Based in the U.S., TwinSpires.com, operated by Churchill Downs Inc., reported their total
betting handle for 2015 to be $965mm. TwinSpires is one of about ten operating advance
deposit wagering (ADW) companies operating in the U.S., with some being national and some
being state specific. TwinSpires is said to comprise about one-third of the market, with TVG
also holding about one-third of the share. If these projections are correct, this implies the U.S.
ADW market generates about $3bn in handle per year.
The main difference between the two ADW companies is TVG generates interest and handle by
showing races nationwide on dedicated channels and from buying up off-peak airtime on some
cable channels. TwinSpires gains its distribution through online broadcasts of races. SDI may
eventually have the opportunity to emulate both.

Metric Comparison to Other Asian Racing Markets
We compared the amount of supply in three other markets in Figure 26 and find even with the
planned growth in the racing industry from that Vietnam in 2019 will remain undersupplied
compared to the current supply in the other countries. We note OTB supply is especially low
compared to the others where it is fairly easy to go in to a facility and make a bet or stay and
watch races. As this is the path towards earning the trust of your customer and converting him
or her to a phone or online account in future periods, obtaining regulatory relief which would
allow for more OTBs of any size would be beneficial. The high level of population per racetrack
is only slightly concerning because the current model for racing worldwide is to access content
from many markets and provide them to patrons through simulcasting. If regulatory controls on
the amount of simulcasting were imposed then revenue projections would need to be revisited,
but at this time we believe OTBs and other betting channels will be able to source sufficient
content to provide through the various betting channels to satisfy customer demand.

Union Gaming Analytics
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Figure 26: Supply Metrics

2015
Population
GDP (US$ bn)
Racetracks
OTBs
Pop per Racetrack
Pop per OTB

Vietnam
91,700,000
199.2
1
1
91,700,000
91,700,000

2019
Population
GDP
Racetracks
OTBs
Pop per Racetrack
Pop per OTB

Vietnam
95,368,000
261.2
3
18
31,789,333
5,298,222

Japan
Korea
126,980,000 51,584,349
4,601.5
1,410.4
25
3
137
30
5,079,200 17,194,783
926,861
1,719,478

Japan

Korea

2015 Metrics
5,079,200 17,194,783
926,861
1,719,478

Singapore
5,535,000
307.9
1
9
5,535,000
615,000

Singapore

5,535,000
615,000

Source: National Racing Authorities, Union Gaming Analytics

We note in 2019 the percentage of GDP spent on pari-mutuel handle by Vietnamese patrons is
roughly comparable to Japan and Korea on a total basis (Figure 27). The track handle will be
especially low, but that is a direct function of having a significant undersupply of tracks and also
locating the tracks outside the major cities. The OTB share will be well below other markets as
well, once again a function of the undersupply we highlighted in Figure 26. We note the
phone/online channels is slightly higher in 2019 (roughly year three in our projections found in
the “Pari-Mutuel Model” section) and makes further gains in 2020 (year four) as these are the
two channels less impacted by the undersupply of tracks and OTBs. We also note Korea’s
averages are skewed because they banned all betting from outside of tracks and OTBs. We
also note such averages are not available for Singapore and for Hong Kong and Australia the
revenue breakdown by channel is not clearly provided.
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Figure 27: % of GDP Comparison

Vietnam - 2019
Population
95,368,000
GDP (US$ bn)
261.2
Turnover Track
35,568,000
Turnover OTB
219,765,000
Turnover Phone/Online
960,960,000
% of GDP Track
% of GDP OTB
% of GDP Phone/Online
% of GDP - Total

0.0136%
0.0842%
0.3680%
0.4657%

Japan - 2015
126,980,000
4,601.5
884,553,203
8,009,037,458
15,306,195,577

Korea - 2015
51,584,349
1,410.4
1,852,388,850
4,811,337,450
n/a

0.0192%
0.1741%
0.3326%
0.5259%

0.1313%
0.3411%
n/a
0.4725%

Source: National Racing Authorities, Union Gaming Analytics
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Pari-Mutuel Model
Below we detail our projections by betting channel over the next four years as the racing market
with pari-mutuel wagering develops in Vietnam. Our assumptions are based on current
projections for supply increases and regulatory changes, and demonstrate the impact of the
undersupply of tracks and OTBs.

Year One
Tracks
We assume three tracks are operating, one to begin the year, one opens two months into the
year and one opens four months into the year. The tracks will have modest attendance of 650700 (patrons wagering) per race day due to their locations outside the major cities. With each
location operating two or three days a week as limited by regulations, we expect the tracks to
generate between $5.5mm and $11.8mm of handle per track in year one.
Figure 28: On-Track Handle – Year One

Low Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
650
12
$5.00
2.7
$5,475,600

High Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
700
16
$7.50
2.7
$11,793,600

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

OTB
We assume OTBs will continue to open during the first year with an average count of 3.5 OTBs
reflecting the timing of openings during the year. We assume the OTBs are allowed to operate
seven days a week as we anticipate once all three tracks are open there will be racing occurring
somewhere in Vietnam every day. We project between $21.8mm and $43.7mm in handle and
for them to serve more strategic purposes into the future in getting visibility for the industry
amongst Vietnamese players.
Figure 29: OTB Handle – Year One

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
800
15
$5.00
$21,840,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
800
20
$7.50
$43,680,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year One Summary
We project total handle of $90.1mm and $182.4mm in handle in the first full year of having all
options for pari-mutuel betting operating in Vietnam.
Figure 30: Total Handle – Year One

Year One - Low
Tracks
Avg OTBs
Track Handle
OTB Handle
Total Handle

Year One - High
2.5
Tracks
3.5
Avg OTBs
$13,689,000 15% Track Handle
$76,440,000 85% OTB Handle
$90,129,000
Total Handle

2.5
3.5
$29,484,000 16%
$152,880,000 84%
$182,364,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Two
Tracks
We assume no additional tracks during the rest of the forecast period. Even with a slight uptick
in attendance and bet count, this part of the business is beginning in year two to be a single digit
percentage of the total handle, similar to what is seen in other Asian markets where the track is
more a content provider than a revenue driver.
Figure 31: On-Track Handle – Year Two

Low Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
700
14
$5.25
2.7
$7,223,580

High Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
750
16
$7.75
2.7
$13,057,200

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

OTB
We assume OTBs will continue opening and reach an average count of 12 OTBs during the
course of the year and be aided by the anticipated regulatory change allowing for more
geographic diversity of OTB locations. We anticipate the new locations will find patrons willing
to make more bets per visit and to slightly increase their average bet size.
Figure 32: OTB Handle – Year Two

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
800
18
$5.50
$28,828,800

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
850
22
$7.75
$52,752,700

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Phone
We assume participation in phone betting begins during the last three months of year two and to
see modest patron counts as such a feature needs to be marketed and find bettors comfortable
with account wagering. This business will take time to ramp so our projections are modest in
year two with just $3.8mm to $5.1mm in handle.
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Figure 33: Phone Handle – Year Two

3 months - Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
1,000
6
$7.00
$3,822,000

3 months - High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
1,000
8
$7.00
$5,096,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Online
Similar to phone betting, we expect online accounts to start out modestly and only have three
months of operation in year two. Due to the convenience factor of betting online or on a mobile
phone and the ability to watch races online, we expect this option to be more popular than
phone betting, but it will take time to market the product and ramp up its business levels.
Figure 34: Online Handle – Year Two

3 months - Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
4,000
5
$3.50
$6,370,000

3 months - High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
4,000
6
$3.75
$8,190,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Two Summary
We project the Vietnamese pari-mutuel industry to see strong growth in year two, mostly driven
by uptake in the OTB business with 8-9 more locations on average in operation. The year also
sees the beginning of key alternative betting channels which enable scaling up the business
after a ramp up period to build patron awareness of their availability.
Figure 35: Total Handle – Year Two

Year Two
Tracks
Avg OTBs
Track Handle
OTB Handle
Phone Handle
Online Handle
Total Handle

Year Two
3
Tracks
12
Avg OTBs
$21,670,740 6% Track Handle
$345,945,600 92% OTB Handle
$3,822,000 1% Phone Handle
$6,370,000 2% Online Handle
$377,808,340
Total Handle

3
12
$39,171,600 6%
$633,032,400 92%
$5,096,000 1%
$8,190,000 1%
$685,490,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Three
Tracks
We see minimal changes in the on-track business after year two, but project modest growth in
attendance and bet size.
Figure 36: On-Track Handle – Year Three

Low Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
750
14
$5.50
2.7
$8,108,100

High Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
800
16
$8.00
2.7
$14,376,960

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

OTB
OTBs continue to grow in number and see continued growth in bet size and bets per patron as
the move into the major cities should drive up handle per location. This remains the channel
most important to the business in year three, but the dependence on OTBs will begin to
moderate in future years as they begin to serve their bigger purpose in giving phone and online
accounts a place to make deposits and to build product trust and awareness.
Figure 37: OTB Handle – Year Three

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
800
20
$6.00
$34,944,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
850
23
$8.00
$56,929,600

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Phone
Phone betting begins to see growth from a full year of results and from an increasing number of
customers in year three. Having gained trust from having OTB locations in more visible
locations, patrons should react positively to having ways to make bets without having to make a
trip to a racetrack or OTB.

Union Gaming Analytics
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Figure 38: Phone Handle – Year Three

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
2,500
7
$7.00
$44,590,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
2,500
9
$7.50
$61,425,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Online
Online becomes the clear leader in betting handle in year three as we expect widespread
awareness and acceptance of pari-mutuel betting after two years of operation and from a move
into the major cities by OTBs. We would expect data networks and widespread Wi-Fi
availability to make watching races on a smartphone to be easily accessible. We believe this
group is fundamentally a convenience and entertainment customer and will have the lowest
number of bets and bet sizes, but by far make up the majority of patrons betting on races.
Figure 39: Online Handle – Year Three

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
10,000
6
$4.00
$87,360,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
10,000
8
$4.25
$123,760,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Three Summary
The Vietnamese pari-mutuel industry could potentially reach over a billion dollars in handle in
2019, driven by placing OTBs in the major cities and the full rollout of the online and phone
channels. We would expect at this point most Vietnamese will be aware of racing and the ability
to bet on it, and will know about phone and online channels they can bet with. We believe by
year three there will be minimal concerns about having an account with deposited funds and
patrons will feel comfortable they will be paid when they are lucky enough to win their bets.
Figure 40: Total Handle – Year Three

Year Three
Tracks
Avg OTBs
Track Handle
OTB Handle
Phone Handle
Online Handle
Total Handle

3
15
$24,324,300 4%
$524,160,000 77%
$44,590,000 7%
$87,360,000 13%
$680,434,300

Year Three
Tracks
Avg OTBs
Track Handle
OTB Handle
Phone Handle
Online Handle
Total Handle

3
15
$43,130,880 4%
$853,944,000 79%
$61,425,000 6%
$123,760,000 11%
$1,082,259,880

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Four
Tracks
Very minimal change for tracks in year four, just a slight tick up in bet size and number of bets
due to economic growth.
Figure 41: On-Track Handle – Year Four

Low Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
800
15
$5.75
2.7
$9,687,600

High Case
Avg Attendance
Bets Per Attendee
Avg Bet Size
Days of Racing
Annual Handle

Per Track
800
16
$8.50
2.7
$15,275,520

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

OTB
We assume OTBs will reach their regulatory limit of 18 locations (6 per operating track). We
anticipate less growth for OTBs going forward as much of the customer base may begin
migrating to phone and online channels, but we still believe OTBs will remain a strong business
as some bettors will prefer the aesthetic of a dedicated betting environment, with many TVs and
the atmosphere of racing.
Figure 42: OTB Handle – Year Four

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
800
22
$6.50
$41,641,600

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Bets Per Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Per OTB
7
850
24
$8.50
$63,117,600

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Phone
We assume continued strong growth in this channel as patron count increases and bets per
patron sees some increase as bettors become more comfortable with phone betting.
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Figure 43: Phone Handle – Year Four

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
4,000
8
$7.00
$81,536,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Phone
7
4,000
10
$8.00
$116,480,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Online
Online continues to grow its patron count, bets per patron and bet size. Reaching the regulatory
limit of OTBs however may slow growth in future years as the novelty of betting on races may
wear off for lesser engaged players such as those in the online channel. New tracks or new
markets with racing content will only be available through regulatory approvals, which for now
we assume will not be coming, but could generate renewed interest from online patrons.
Figure 44: Online Handle – Year Four

Low Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
15,000
8
$4.50
$196,560,000

High Case
Days Open/Week
Daily Patrons
Daily Bets/Patron
Avg Bet Size
Annual Handle

Online
7
15,000
10
$4.75
$259,350,000

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Year Four Summary
The Vietnamese pari-mutuel industry reaches its full potential under the regulatory restrictions it
operates under. At $1.1bn to $1.6bn in handle, this represents an estimated 0.38% to 0.48% of
Vietnamese GDP assuming 7% annual economic growth. This level is roughly in line with the
average of Asian markets and is reflective of the lower income levels seen in Vietnam compared
to other markets which have racing such as Japan, Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong. Even at
our $1.6bn projected market, our estimates call for about 20,000 Vietnamese a day betting on
racing, a tiny fraction of the nearly 70mm adults currently in Vietnam.
Figure 45: Total Handle – Year Four

Year Four
Tracks
Avg OTBs
Track Handle
OTB Handle
Phone Handle
Online Handle
Total Handle

Year Four
3
Tracks
18
Avg OTBs
$29,062,800 3% Track Handle
$749,548,800 71% OTB Handle
$81,536,000 8% Phone Handle
$196,560,000 19% Online Handle
$1,056,707,600
Total Handle

3
18
$45,826,560 3%
$1,136,116,800 73%
$116,480,000 7%
$259,350,000 17%
$1,557,773,360

Source: Union Gaming Analytics

Total Market Comparison
The forecasted high case racing turnover in year four for Vietnam of $1.6bn would be the
second smallest racing market among the Asian comparison markets shown in Figure 46. The
turnover is higher than Singapore’s turnover, but Singapore has only one track and the smallest
population of this comparable group. Vietnam’s market is projected to be significantly smaller
than all other Asian markets providing further upside in the future as incomes and GDP grow,
and as any future regulatory changes help to expand the market.
Figure 46: Total Market Comparison
Population
GDP (USDmm)
GDP Allocation
Racing Turnover

Vietnam Year 4
89,710,000
$279,436

Australia 2015
24,067,645
$1,453,770

Singapore 2015
5,535,000
$307,872

Hong Kong 2015
7,324,300
$290,896

Korea 2012
51,584,349
$1,410,383

Japan 2015
126,980,000
$4,601,461

0.56%
$1,557,773,360

0.80%
$11,605,737,100

0.34%
$1,060,690,000

4.82%
$14,030,250,000

0.47%
$6,663,726,300

0.53%
$24,199,786,238

Source: Union Gaming Analytics
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Da Nang/HCMC Slot Overview
SDI’s proposed slot parlor projects in Vietnam will be management contracts operating a variety
of slot machines and electronic table games under a gaming license which may be issued to the
hotel owner. Per Vietnamese law, slot parlors can only be offered in five star hotels which have
been profitable for at least one full year of operation and the gaming room is allowed to offer
one slot machine per five hotel rooms.

Slot Parlor Projects
SDI’s Da Nang project is a 70-machine/terminal slot parlor in the One Opera Hotel, located 2km
east of Da Nang International Airport. The One Opera Hotel is a five star hotel which has
approximately 206 rooms, 2 restaurants with a new Korean restaurant under construction, a
rooftop bar and lounge space, an under construction karaoke club, and conference/event space.
The hotel will also host an OTB facility which is expected to open close to the time of the
opening of the slot parlor, allowing for some potential gaming synergies to develop with the two
locations adjacent to each other.
SDI’s HCMC project is a 118-machine/terminal slot parlor in the Le Meridien Hotel, located less
than 1km north of the city center. Le Meridien is a five star hotel which opened in 2015 with
350 rooms and 26 suites, a rooftop pool/spa/fitness center, two restaurants, and a conference
center. The building also features numerous floors of office space providing a potential pool of
clients for the slot parlor.

Competition
In Da Nang, the slot parlor, the Club99 at the Furama Resort, is likely to provide the greatest
competition to SDI’s proposed slot parlor. The gaming room at the Furama is spacious with
close to 100 slots and gaming terminals. The advertising and signage at Club99 and the
patrons we observed during our time in market indicate the casino is targeting Korean patrons
and Vietnamese with foreign passports. Despite the location at a luxurious beachside resort,
the staff told us more than half of their players are regulars from the local area. Their focus on
Korean expats and the high level of local play even in a location better suited for tourists makes
them a formidable competitor for a casino located in the business district and away from the
tourism zone. We heard from our sources that the casino generates $1-$2mm in GGR monthly,
which implies a win per day per slot/terminal of $350-$700. Assuming they receive some VIP
play at times this level of GGR seemed achievable.
There is a larger casino with live table games at the Crown International Club Casino. The
customer base we witnessed there and the heavy dependence on play from junket customers
leads us to believe it serves a much different market, which SDI is unlikely to receive much
business from. The location has about 12 live table games and 60 slot machines in the mass
gaming area. During our visit it was getting heavy tables play from Chinese patrons. We were
not able to view the VIP gaming area on another floor, but were told it has 50-60 private table
games reserved for junkets. The Crown has one of the highest GGR levels in the country
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according to local sources, reportedly generating close to $3bn of rolling chip volume, which
implies GGR of $85mm before paying junket commissions and likely $30-40mm GGR after
commission. Adding mass gaming win, the Crown probably generates $40-50mm in net gaming
revenue per month. The clientele and the high gaming revenue level puts the Crown in a much
different category than a slot parlor.
We believe there are approximately 12 slot parlors currently operating in the HCMC area, with 7
located in the center of the city and 5 located in well-appointed hotels in other areas serving
mostly foreign visitors. We viewed four of these parlors during our time in market. Each is
located in close proximity to each other and the city center and will in some aspects compete
directly with SDI’s slot parlor. The slot parlors in HCMC are all separate controlled access
facilities located away from the main lobby of the hotel, but are easily accessed from public
areas. Each location offered what appeared to be between 70 to 120 slots/terminals, with each
having fairly similar gaming offerings. Most have around 50% slot machines, many being fairly
new machines. The remaining floor is a mix of electronic table games, a majority being roulette
games with electronic versions of baccarat present in each location as well.

Market Sizing
Based on our observations of the existing competition and viewing the proposed locations of
SDI’s slot parlors, we anticipate the locations should compete effectively and generate GGR in
line with existing market supply after a period to ramp up operations and build a consistent
customer base. In our conversations with local market participants, we found that due to the
limited size and scope of the slot parlors, most are able to generate a healthy level of win per
day for each machine.
As SDI’s proposed offerings are modest in size, we would expect them to be able to succeed in
generating at least $200 in GGR per machine in its early stages, which would put them at the
low end of gaming revenue relative to their competitors. With just 70 machines/terminals in Da
Nang, this would imply a revenue level of $420,000 per month, well below the revenue at the
Furama. At 118 machines in HCMC, this implies revenue of $708,000 per month, which is
below all but one location in the competing market.
After a short ramp up period to adjust to the market, we would expect the $300 per day per
machine to be achievable, which is still below the levels we were told other locations are
regularly seeing. For the One Opera location, we expect the location to near the $1mm monthly
GGR seen at the Furama after the restaurant and karaoke club are completed and operating
and the hotel completes the room refresh it has recently begun. For the Le Meridien location,
we also expect a need for a ramp up period as the location is not immediately noticeable from
the city center and it may take some time for word to get out to the marketplace. We do note
the location has an ideal neighborhood with offices and expat residents nearby clear of the
traffic and hassle of moving around the city center. We believe in time the location should
generate close to $2mm a month, which is in line with what we were told most city center slot
parlors are generating.
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While slot-only gaming offerings such as the two contemplated by SDI in Da Nang and HCMC
are not usually a first choice for junket players, we believe a new offering in an attractive facility
has the ability to attract some lower-level junket play if the commission offering is competitive.
Should these facilities need to boost their GGR in early periods of operation, the ability to bring
in junkets to help grow the revenue base and provide junket players with a way to extend their
time in Macau could provide an additional revenue opportunity. We believe the non-gaming
programming, including high-end hotels and restaurants in both SDI projects will be received
well by junket customers and some independent VIP players who come without a junket.
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Risks and Challenges
Outside of the normal risks of doing business in an emerging economy such as Vietnam, there
are three specific risks for SDI which we have identified. We believe each are more perceived
than actual risks, but do acknowledge if the underlying situation for each were to worsen greatly
they may begin to affect the stability of SDI projects.

Government Control
Our discussions in market highlighted the delays and hassles which can come from attempting
to do business in a tightly controlled economy. Vietnam’s government and its many agencies
and functions all require careful relationship management and a good deal of patience. A
recent change in government highlighted by a new Prime Minister has brought lawmaking and
the issuance of new decrees and regulations to a standstill. Even with the one-party rule as
seen in Vietnam every change at the top comes with a risk of change in policy direction and
deals which appeared to be set can be renegotiated or killed altogether.

Need for Local Partners
In conjunction with the issues that can arise from the government control the Vietnamese
government asserts is a need for a savvy and connected local partner. We discussed a number
of projects and ideas with residents of HCMC and in virtually every discussion we were told it
would work, but only if you find the right local partner. This has created a great opportunity for
Vietnamese businesspeople and businesses who are expected to navigate the regulatory and
market challenges for foreign investors and in return receive a healthy share of the profits.

Potential Changes to Gaming in Vietnam
Our projections for the pari-mutuel market and the slot parlor opportunity are dependent on
minimal changes to the current supply of gaming in Vietnam. Key regulations include a
prohibition on Vietnamese nationals entering casinos and slot parlors and the lack of a full
casino facility in or near HCMC.
Allowing Vietnamese without foreign passports to gamble in casinos would greatly change the
landscape, especially affecting the pari-mutuel wagering industry as it would lose its status as a
favored form of gambling for Vietnamese. Giving a license to an additional full casino in or near
HCMC would significantly impact the slot parlor SDI is opening in HCMC as we believe many of
the patrons of the slot parlors would prefer larger venues, especially those with live table
games.
A last change which we believe could occur is legal sanctioning for sports betting in Vietnam.
We would expect such a change to have a minimal impact on SDI’s projects as sports betting is
already happening in the country, just without legal sanction. As bettors appear to not be
concerned about the illegality of sports betting, we assume very few would see legal pari-mutuel
betting as a good substitute for their current sports wagers.
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IMPORTANT
Success Dragon International Holdings Limited (the “Company”) has commission
Union Gaming Analytics (“Union”) to perform an independent Vietnam gaming
market study with primary focus on pari-mutuel and slot parlor opportunities. The
attached commissioned report (the “Report”) has been prepared by Union
independent of the influence by the Company.
This Report does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any
securities, and neither this Report nor anything contained herein shall form the basis
of or be relied upon in connection with or act as an inducement to enter into any
contract or commitment whatsoever.
This Report has been made available to you solely for your own information and may
not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. By accepting this Report,
you agree to be bound by the terms and limitations set out below.
This Report has been prepared independently of the Company. The opinions
contained herein are entirely those of Union and the relevant author, and are given as
part of the normal research activity of Union and not as an agent of the Company.
Any opinions herein constitute the personal judgment of Union and the relevant
author as at the date of this Report, and there can be no assurance that future results or
events will be consistent with any such opinions. The information contained in the
Report is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be
incomplete or condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning
the subject matter of the Report. Any projection and forward-looking statement
involves assumptions which, if not accurate or not materialized, could render such
projection or forward-looking statement incorrect, and the Company makes no
representation or warranty as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness, or correctness of
any such projection, statement or their respective underlying assumptions. While the
Report may have mentioned about the Company and/or its business, Union does not
have any authority whatsoever to give any information or to make any representation
or warranty on behalf of the Company. You must make your own assessment of the
relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this Report, and
make such independent investigation as he may consider necessary or appropriate for
such purpose. The Company, its associates and their respective directors, officers
and employees shall not be in any way responsible, nor do they accept any liability
whatsoever, for the contents hereof, or for any loss howsoever arising from any use of
or reliance on this Report or otherwise arising in connection therewith, and no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy,
completeness, or correctness of any information and opinion referred to or contained
in this Report, or that any such information or opinion has been independently
verified.

